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The Rose - You're Beautiful

                            tom:
                D

            D
I got you

You got me

Nothin' in the way
Bm
There's something special

What you do to me
G
Already got to me now
Bb
Taking my sanity oh, so slowly
D
There's no words, no filter, no anything
Bm
Just capture the essence of everything
G
No looking at stars for answers
Bb
Nothing could shine as bright as you

You're the only

D
Beauty's just the state of mind
Bm
You don't even have to try
G
Don't let them tell you otherwise
Bb
You're beautiful, I'll tell you why
D
I love the way that you're designed
Bm
Love the way we intertwine
G
Still don't need a reason why
Bb
You're beautiful and now you're mine

D
And now that

I'm with you

Another day
Bm
To show you

And hold you

In every way
G
How did you get to me now
Bb
Taking my sanity oh, so slowly

D
No there ain't no other

No there ain't no other but you
Bm
No there ain't no other

No there ain't no other but you
G
No there ain't no other

No there ain't no other but you
Bb
I know you're the reason why

D
Beauty's just the state of mind
Bm
You don't even have to try
G
Don't let them tell you otherwise
Bb
You're beautiful, I'll tell you why
D
I love the way that you're designed
Bm
Love the way we intertwine
G
Still don't need a reason why
Bb
You're beautiful and now you're mine

D  Bm  G  Bb
       You're Beautiful And Now You?re Mine

D  Bm  G  Bb
       You're Beautiful And Now You?re Mine

D
Beauty's just the state of mind
Bm
You don't even have to try
G
Don't let them tell you otherwise
Bb
You're beautiful, I'll tell you why
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